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ABSTRACT 

Measurements U'1f8 been made of the wind pressure over a model « the 
Empire State Building as affected by the presence of n~hboring mO'dels'Simulat
ing btrildiup which mipt be erected on the adjacent blocks. Tire m,ject was 
to determine the shielding effect for different directions of the wind. . 

While the pressure on certain faces of the building was increased somewhat 
by the presence of the neishboring'structures, the resultant of pressure on the 
windward face and aumoD on the lee face was decreased. The decrease was 
greatest when the Interfering structure was close by and directly upstream. 
The height shielded was Dot so great as the height of the interfering structure. 

Shielding may produce a variation in the twisting moment about a vertical 
asis at different levels. The stresses set up by this loading may require con
sideration in special cases. 
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One of the most in!portant probleDlS, from a structural standpoint, 
!n the des~ of a tall bpilding. is the. win~-br!l-cing sys~m: Exper
unent as well as theory 18 reqmred as a gUlde m the deslgnmg of the 
varioua members and their connections of a structure that is· to be 
both safe and rigid. 

Just what wind pressure a building may have to withstand, no one 
knows. The wind pressure depends in the first instance on the 
maximum wind velocity encountered. Much valuable infonnation 
on the maximum wind velocities observed in different parts of the 
country is published yearly by the United States VVeather Bureau in 
Washiilgton,'and these data should be consulted when a tall building 
is to be designed. The main Committee for Standardization of 
Building" Codes in the Netherlands 2 recommends that the pressure 

I ~of areblte...-tural eaglneerlDr, and bead, department of arehlteetute. tbe Pennsylvania State 
CoUecii. etate College, l'lI. The measurements described in tbll jlaper lVere made durin, 8 year·, 'Mve 
.f a~D~ from tbe college and as RUest at tbe Bureau 01 Standards. A further aroount Is Riven In Tl'<'h· 
IIfeIIt BUlretill No. 18, 8ehoolof Enllneerinl, PenDllyl1l'8nlJ State Collep. 

• Bet BOUWbedr\Jf, Aua •. 20, 1932, and Oct. 21, 1932. Wllld-belastiDI up BoulVerll:ell, by R. L. A. Shoo-
mlker IDd I. Wout8r1l. . 
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to be used in the design of buildings shall vary with the locality in 
which the building is to be erected. A chart has ~n made showing 
what maximum wind velocities may be expected in any part of the 
Netherlands. . . 

The wind pressure also depends on the shape ofthe'structure"and 
on its exposure. Although the individual factors are 'not se~tely 
discussed, the building codes of some of the larger cities moaif:v the 
requirements to satisfy surroundinl' conditions of exposure and" :pro
tection. In some instances there 18 a variation acco~g to heIght 
(reflecting the change of wind velocity with height), while in others 
a certain constant pressure is to be used above a given distance from 
the ~round, The building ordinance of AmsteMam (Netherlands) 
proVIdes for a wind pressure of 21 to 51 lb per sq. ft. according to 
exposure. The Prussian regulations provide for a variation of 15 to 
45 lb per sg. ft. depending upon the height, exposure, and location 
of the building. At a recent meeting of the structur8J. division of 
the American Society of Civil Engineers 8 it was recommended that 
the wind pressure to be finally adopted in any case should be based 
not only on information furnished by observation stations situated in 
the 10c8.lity concerned, but also on such other factors as shielding 
and the effects of turbUlence. The belief still exists that .20 lbs. per 
sq. ft for the first 500 f~l increased by 2 lb per sq ft for e&eh 
additional 100 ft, is genera.1.lY adequate for purposes of design. 

The relation between wind. pressure and wind speed has been most,· 
often studied by wind-tunnel experiments on models.' A. recent in
vest~~~on of the wind pressure on a model of the Empire State 
Buil' in the 10-foot wind tunnel at the Bureau of Standards' 
showed that for this building the pressure was 0.0038V' lb per sq ft 
where V is the wind speed in mph. . 

It is the purpose of this paper to show how the distribution of 
pressure on the same building would be affected by the existence of 
nearby buildings, using models to simulate certain specified conditions. 

II. MEASUREMENTS OF WIND. PRESSURE 

1. APPARATUS 

The model of the Empire State Building and the method of makine: 
measurements of wind pressure have been fully described in Research 
Paper No. 545. Figure 1 is a photograph of that and the other two 
models used in the ~esent study. They were mounted in the lO-foot 
wind tunnel of the Bureau of StandardS on a platform simulatin& the 
ground. The three models are des~ated :A, B, and 0, and' are 
shown in their relative positioD.s infi~e 3. The model of the 
Empire State Building (model A) and the distances between the 
models are to a scale of 1 to 250 and represent a ~ssible future con
dition at the intersection of Fifth Avenue 'and Thirty-third Street 
in New York City. . 

• OlvU EndneerlDg, Marcb 1933. 
I For 8 lull dlseussIDn 01 the u.c:e 01 models and the DrlDclples 01 slmlUtude, reler to: Osbome Re11101ds, 

Sclentillc PaJllll!l. vol. 2, paper no. 61, 11. 524: ProL Stoies, On the Etrect 01 bltemal Friction on the Motion 
01 the Pe1IdUlum, TraI1$. 08mbrldl8 Phil. Soc. l8Iil-66; Alton C. Chick and 101m R. FI'88IIIBD, Dlmen 
alonal AIIIII_ and The Principii! 01 SImilitude as AppUed to Hydraulic EJtIfI'Iments with Models, 
A.S.M.E. ProceedlDp, 1929: E. BucltIDI!lBDl, Model E~ments and the 'orma 01 Emptrlc8l Equat1oDa, 
A.S.M.E. Spring Meeting, 19t~i BaDJ. Groat. Trans. A.S.M.E. vol. 98 . 

• H. L. Dryden and O. O. Hul, B.S. Jour. ~, vol. 10. (RP 646), AprU 1933. 
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Model A was made of aluminum, models B and a of wood finished 
to a smooth surface. All three models were mounted on a circular 
plate which in turn was placed on a platform, the front edge of which 
was· brought to a knife-edge thickriess. The whole group was ar
ranged so that the top of model A and the platform were equidistant 
from the tunnel axis. By means of ball bearings under the circular 
plate the entire group coUld be rotated throu~h 3600 , so that obser
vations could be made for any desired directIon of wind relative to 
the group. When face D (fig. 3) of model A :was set normal to the 
direction of the wind, the direction was called 0°. This corresponds 
to the wind blo~ up Fifth A. venue. Angles increase as the plate 
is rotatec1. clockwise. Readings were taken at angles of 0°, 20°, 40°, 
50°,70°, and at angles 90°, 180°, and 270° greater than each of these, 
but only certain of these at 40°, 160°, and the pairs 0°,180°, and 90°, 
270° are discussed in this paper. 

Only model A had pressure holes, or observation stations. There 
wero 17 holes at each of the 3 levels corresponding to the seventy
fifth fifty-fifth, and thirty-sixth floors of the actuiil. building, these 
levels bemg denominated A, B, and 0, respectively (fi~. 1 and 2). 
The pressure holes were mainly on two faces of the model, so that it 
was necessary to rotate model A through 180° with respect to the 
other models in order to make observations at all an~les. 

Model B represents a building 640 feet lrigh facmg the Empire 
State Buil~ on Fifth A venue and extending back along Thirty
third and Thirty-fourth Streets about 200 feet. The setbacks and 
size of tower are, with some slight modifications, in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Regional Plan of N ew York and Its 
Enviroll8.' 

The setbacks of model a along Fifth Avenue are the same as those 
of the Empire State Building, and the top of a is at the height of the 
middle line of pressure holes in A (figs. 1 and 3). The first makes it 
possible to study the effect, if any, on the pressure Oll face A, model 
.A, when the wind is parallel to that face, and the corresponding face 
of the screeninKobject (0) is, at every level, in the same plane as face 
A, model A. The second was for the purpose of determining whether 
the shielding effect extended&to the full height of the interfering 
structure. 

2. METHOD OF PRESENTING DATA 

When the air is at rest, as we experience it in a room with all open
ings closed, or in a caJm, the pressure exerted by it is of equal intensity 
in all directions. When the air has been set in motion, an object 
mo~ with t!Ie ~peec;l and in the direction of th~ wind is ~o subject 
to a uriiform distribution of pressure. . The m~tude of this pressure 
is ealled the static pressure, or the normal atmospheric pressure. 
When there is a relative motion between the object and the air, the 
intensity of pressure is changed. The chan~ may be either an 
increase or a decrease with respect to the static pressure, depending 
upon the direction of the wind with respect to some reference line 
fiXed in the object. In general, it may be said that the air pressure 
on objects exposed to the wind will be increased on the wmdward 
side and decreased on the leeward side. At some points there will be 
no change from the static pressure. 

• Tbomu AdlDll, L1mJtID, tbe SIr.e or lJuJldlnp, CIvil EngiDeerlDg, October 1932. 
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. Thus when the wind blows against It surface, p, the force per unit 
of area at any point may be regarded as consisting of two parts-the 
static pressure p: and the increase, or wind p~ssure, pw, which 

.. ! 

~ 
~ 

Plane of Pressure Holes A 

~ 

Plane of Pressure Holes 8 

Plane of Pressure Holes C 

FIGURE 2.-Locaticm oj sections A, B, and C on the Empire State Building. 

equals p ~p.. The wind pressure may be either positive or negative 
or zero. The maximum possible increase in pressure due to the wind 
is called the velocity pressure and is q = % P V2, where p is the density 
of the air, and V the velocity of the wind. 

B.S. Journal of Re,.ore\', RP637 

FIf1URE I.-Models mounted on plnl/orm in Ihe u'ind 11I1I1If'!. 

The prc.<~urc hnl~< IIrc (frilled· in hrn" pings whirh npJl~"r", dark 'poI< III ~ IH.!'. The nllwr dark '1',,1< 
are hrass srrews holding the mnd(ll rOl!ethf'f. 
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It is customary in aerodynamic work to measure the wind pressure 
in terms of the velocity pressure q, to express the results in terms of 
the coefficientp ... lq. The coefficients thus obtained are independent 
of the units of measurement so long as the units used are consistent, 
and in many cases are independent of both the wind speed and the 
size of the model; in such cases data. obtained from the model may be 
applied directly to the prototype. When the ratio of the wind pres
sure to the velocity pressure is not a constant we have what is called a 
scale effect. The pressure coefficient is then a function of the Reyn-

olds number, VLp, where L is a dimemsion fixing the scale, and p. is 
IA 

the viscosity of the 
air' and uruess the 
scaie effect is small it 
is difficult to infer 
from the observa
tions the pressures to 
which the prototype 
will be subjected at a 
given wind velocity. 
Usually, however, 

. the scale effect is 
small, the averag<, 
value of the pressure 
coefficient differing 
from its extremes by 
onlr 2 or 3percent, 
which is well within 
the factor of safety 
used in design . 

3. RESULTS 

In this investiga
tion, measurements 
were made at three 

.. wind speeds, 40, 60, 
and 80 ft/sec. The 
pressure coefficients 
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8 

P Iq for each speed . . .. d FIGURE a.-Plan, to scale, of assumed tocatton which was 
we~eco~pute asex- reproduced on a scale of 1:250 on the platform in the 
plamed m Research wmd tunnel. 
Paper 545. 

It was observed in a number of instanceA that the pressure co
efficient varied systematically when the speed was changed; in other 
words, there was some Aeale effect. No broad statement can be 
made that applies to all stations and directions of the wind; in general i 
the pressures tend to be somewhat greater at the higher speeds, and 
in few instances does the extreme difference exceed O.lg. For about 
40 percent of the total number of observations, the indiVIdual readings 
did not depart from the mean by more than 0.02q.  
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AB an illustration of the magnitude of the scale effect found, con
slder the observations at section A, well above levels Band 0, with 
wind at 160° (fig. 4). It will be observed that th\ pressure distribu
tion curves for the three speeds resemble each other very closely. 
Some of the differences shown are due not to variations in seale 
effect, but to unavoidable limitations in the precision of the measure
ments .. Althou~h there is somewhat greater evidence of seale effect 
than in the similar measurements given in Research Paper 545 for 
m~del A alone, it is still 80 small that it is considered negligible for 
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FIOl1lU1l 4.-Diatnoution of prU3ure at section A for the speeds indicated. setting 

160°, Wind in direction of arrot/). 

purposes of desi~. Consequently! it has been ignored in the cases 
now to be conmdered, and the slightly differing coefficients corre
sponding to the several wind velocities have been averaged. The 
average alone is given and discussed. 

The effect of the presence of the neighboring models Band 0 on 
the pressure on model A is indicated by the change in the distribu
tion of the pressure over A when the direction of the wind is changed 
by 180° i an obstruction that is on the lee side of A for one of those 
directions will be on the windward for the other. Data for forces 

l:Iam'J ,.r- ","'-" A. lII;.fOUW'.., VIii ..&.u.NI&/' A.,.IIWc.4'Ul''''~U 

normal to the wind directions are given in table 1 (pa.ge 112) for two 
such pairs of wind directions. 

For wind along Fifth Avenue, directions 0° and 180°, the 
change in the average pressure coefficient on going from 180° (0 to 
lee) to 0° (0 to windwa.rd) was for the windwo.rd face of A: An 
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FIGURE 5.-Di8tNoution of pre8sure for setting 900 • Wind in direction of arroUi. 

The PI'/'S3Ill'OO ore measured Crom the static pressure (In the absence of slI modellllas baoo and expi'6i!Sed a5 
ratios to tbe velocity pressure. Positive ratios ore plotted Inward from the tbln base lines to the scale 
shown. Minus slgJlll denote that the pressure Is lower than the static pressure. The circles and crosses 
K1ve the values at stations 10, 14, 71, 9Jld 31 on the side walls of the embrasures. (See figs. g, 10, 11.) 

increase from 0.71 to 0.79, or 11 percent at the upper row of holes; 
at the middle row, 0. decrease of 7 percent; and at the lower row a. 
decrease from 0.77 to - 0.54, or 170 percent. For the same change 
in the wind (180° to 0°) the change in the suction (negative-pressure 
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coefficient) on the lee face of A was: A decrease of 21 percent at the 
, 'upper row, of 14 percent at the middle row, and an;ncrease of 7 per

cent at the lower row. The combined effect of pressure on the wlnd-
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FIGURE 6.-Distribution 'oj pru8ure jor setting 1800 • Wind in direction oj arrotD. 
Tbe pressureI are measured from the static ~ (In tbe absence of all models) as baas and ~ as 

retlce to tbe veloclt,. ))I'888urt. Positive ratios are plotted iawRld from the thin baas lines to tbe scale 
shown. MIDuS signa denote tbat the ~ Is lower tban the statIC! pressure. Tile clreles and ~
give tba values at stations 10, 14, rI, and 31 011 the side walls of tbe embrasures. (See lip. 9, 10. l1.) 

1'Vard faoe and suction on the lee fnee decreases by: 6, 11, and 87 per
cent at the upper, middle~nd lower row of holes when the wind 
changes from 1800 to 00 • Tne distribution of pressure in these cases
is shown in figures 6 and 7. 

lIarrl.) W'1na rre881Lre on .1 au DU1tamgs .i..i..i. 

Similarly for wind along Thirty-third Street. When the wind 
changes from 2700 (B to lee) to 90° (B to windward) the average 
pressure coefficient for the three rows of holes in the order upper, 
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Tile pI'eII!I11ra!I are measured h'om the static pressure (In tbe absence of all models) as base and expressed 
as ntillS to the velocity pressure. Positive mUce are plotted Inward frem tbe tblll baas Hnee to the 
-.Ie shown. Minus signa denote that tbe pressure Is Ioonr tban tbe static: pressure. The clreles and 
_ atve the values at stations 10, 14, 'l7, 8Dd 31 on tbe side walls of tbe embra5ures. (See lip. 9, 10. 
11.) 

middle, and lower on the windward face of A increases by 4 percent, 
increases by 7 percent, and decreases by 64 percent; and the suction 
(negative coefficient) for the holes on the lee face of A decreases· by 

23797-33--8 
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15 percent, by 14 percent, and by 2 percent. The combined effect of 
pressure and suction decreases by 6 percent, by 2 percent, and by 39 
percent. The distribution of pressure for the 90° direction is shown 
m figure 5. 

TABLE l.-Auerage prll38Ure coefficients Jor certain wind directions .. 
Wind 
dirac-
tion 

00 (model eto windward) l8O" (model e to lee) 

Wind· Wind· 
Level ward Lee lace Total ward Lee face Total 

face face , 

---I- r--
A 0.785 -0.801 1.388 0,7OlI -0.762 1.471 
B .009 -.833 1.332 .762 -.737 1.489 
e -.631 ..... 729 .1112 .767 -.679 1.446 

I Wind 
dfreo. goo (model B to windward) 270° (model B to lee) 
t10n 

Wind· Wind· 
Level ward Lee face Total ward Lee face Total 

face face 

A 0.71!0 -0.616 1.8IJG 0.724 -0.722 1.446 
B .832 -.4112 1.314 .778 -.663 1.341 
e .279 -.62\1 .808 .179 -.638 1.317 

--
It will be noted that the shielding due to model B is not as great as 

that due to model 0, which is closer. Moreover the shielding at the 
middle row is comparatively small, even with buildings extending to 
the height of that row of holes. . It was in fact observed by threads 
that the wind blew over the top of model 0 and was diverted down
ward along the windward face of A, thence back to 0 along the floor, 
and thence upward along the lee of model O. 

A comparison of the figures for the force coefficients in table 1 for 
180° and 270° with those gi,ven in Research Paper 545 for model A 
alone mounted on the floo]," of the tunnel, shows that the vaJues in 
table 1 are from 5 to 8 fercent lower. A comparison with the results 
in table 1 of additiona measurements at a few stations on model A 
alone mounted on the platform indicates that there is some shielding 
present at 90° and 0° when models Band 0 are at the side and rear, 
amounting to 3 or 4 percent. The remaining difference is to be 
ascribed to a difference between floor and platform representation of 
the ground effect. 

It should be noted here that the changes in the average coefficients 
for the separate faces are of limited significance, since the base 
pressure is taken more or less arbitrarily as the static pressure when 
no buildings are present. A change in the base pressure would affect 
the forces on the separate faces, although the sum of the effects on the 
windward and lee faces would be unchanged. In an actual builcljng, 
the interior pressure is not necessarily equal to the static pressure 
used as the base pressure from which other pressures are measured in 
the model experiments. Hence the loadin~ on individual wall panels 
or faces of the building may differ by a uniformly distributed loading 

1Iarrl,) W1.M rre88Ure an .I. tuN LI ........... '''lI0 

from that tabulated. The value of the interior pressure does not, 
however, affect the total forces and moments on the building. 

From the data obtained, the loading on the buildin~ may be 
studied in as much detail as desired. As an example, the dlStribution 
of pressure for a wind direction of 40° is shown m figure 8, and the 
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FIGURE S.-Distribution oj prll38Ure Jor setting 40°. Wind in direction oj arrow. 
The ~ are measared from the statio pressure (In the &beeDce 01 all models) as base and ~ &II 

I'lltiOi to the velocity JIl8!SUl'8. Positive ratios are plotted Inward from the thin base lines to tbe scale 
shown. Minus signa denote tbat tbe pressure III lower tban tbe statio J)I'IlSS11re. Tbe circles and croeees 
give the vall1l1l18t statlous 10. 14, 27, and 31 on the side walla of the embrasures. (Bee figs. 9. 10, 11.) 

resultant loading is analyzed for the three levels in figures 9, 10, and 11. 
The diagrams in these figures are force diagrams for the full scale 
building. 

The procedure by which the several pressure coefficients were com~ 
bined in obtaining the total force is this. Imagine a strip 1 foot wide 
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taken around the entire building, the center of its width coinciding 
with the line of pressure holes. On each face of the building draw 
vertical lines midway between the holes. These lines together with 
the ed~es of the faces divide the strip into a series of panels, in each of 
which 18 a single pressure hole. The pressure coeffiCIent for each hole 
is multiplied by the area of its panel, and the PiQduct is regarded as 

~
/ 
o 

o C 
(ttl S 

A 

" FIGURE g.-Graphical representation of pressures exerted on building at section A 
at setting 40°. Wind in direction of arrow. 

Tbe Dumbers OD the UDeI' tbrotlgh the preeI!III'8 statiOIlS are the nluee of the force IICtInC OD the paDe1 divided 
~1 the ,""ocIt1 Pl'llSSW'8. The reenltants OD thlll!llveral raees are determined graphically In the amilIary 
~,II, t1, lit lit etc. . 

the ratio of the actual force on that panel to the velocity pressufeq. 
Although the holes are not in all cases at the centers of their respective 
panels, the error so caused is small. 

These products are entered along lines through the pressure stations 
perpendicular to the faces. The resultant forces and the lines of 
application of the resultants on each face have been constructed 
graphically. "'-'bere positive and negative values are found on the 
sam.e face, the resultan~ is given (or each separately. "."." 

Ilarruj V" "tna r relSlS"Un; un .J. (UI, V"WuaUt.y1S AAU 

It is evident that when the wind pressure in It ~ven horizontal 
plane is unevenly distributed on the Sldes of a building there is pro
auced a torsional effect about a vertical a.xis in addition to the over~ 
turning moment. For the case illustrated, the twisting moment M 

fWD 
(II\[ !l ft I W·-"''¥. 

I. K ../ 11-1 is FEb C S ,It 

FIGURE 1O.-Graphical representation of pressures exerted on building at section B 
at Betting 40°. Wind in direction of arrow. 

The Dumbers on the Ilnee thron&b the {II'eS81lre statloDll are the vaInee orthe iQl'C(l aetinlt OD the pweI divided 
~1 tbe YllloeIt,. prt!t!81U'e. The resultants OD the seV\!r8J raees BnI determined graphicaJly In the anxlllary 
tJJapam.s.. ... ~. 6, 11'. etc. " 

may be obtained by taking moments about 0, the trace of the vertical 
axis of the building, clockwise moments being positive. . 
Level A (fig. 9) MIfJ. .... -93,49X22.1-4.10x75.6+86.82X1.00 

-119.64 X 2.1 +8.36 X 47.0+26.68 X 30.8 
- 5.79 X 51.14+ 10,44 X 51.14 + 9.06 X 51.14 
-8.56 X 51.14 

... -1062 it.s 
Similarly at level B, MIfJ. ... -1:221 ft3 and at level 0, MIfJ. "'" - 2,180 it s 
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If the wind velocity is known, the actual moment per ft. of height 
can be found by multiplying. the above figures by the velocity pres
sure. For example, the velocity pressure for a wind velocity of 90 
mph is 20.72 Ib per sq ft and hence the moment per ft height at level 
Gis 2,180 X 20.72 ==45,170 Ib ft. The resultant force may readily be 
computed from the data in figure 11. It is 140.3 q=2,907 lb per ft -4 I( J /····0 ../JG ,. 
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FIGURE l1.-Graphical repruentation of pru,uru e.urted on building at ,ection () 
at ,etting 400. Wind in direction of arrow. 

The Dmilbers 011. the lilies throllgh the JIffiI!IIIIm BtatlollS are the values of the force actIDg 011. the JIIIII6l d1T1ded 
b7 the velooftl'l?n!1!11111r8. The resuJtenta 011. the several faces are determined graphlcall]' III the auxlllMy ., 
dlagra.mJ, fI, II'. 0, II, etc. 

of hei~ht. The displacement of the resultant force from the axis of 
the building is therefore 45,170/2;907 .... 15.5 ft. 

It will be noted that the torque at level G is nearly double that at 
levels A a.nd B, an effect produced by the presence of the other 
models. '._' 

Analysis of the loading at other a.ngles may be made in a similar 
ma.nner. 

,'1 
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS WITH REFERENCE TO 
THE DESIGN OF TALL BUILDINGS 

The measurements show tbat the wind pressure is distributed over 
the building in a manner quite different from the uniform loading 
commonly assumed; that the wind pressure varies with the direction 
of the wind a.nd depends on the interference set up by existing nearby 
buildings' and that in addition to shear and overturning moment, the 
wind produces a torsional moment about a vertical axis. Under these 
conditions of loading, the columns are subjected to direct, bending, 
shearing, and torsional stresses, and the girders are subject to direct, 
bending, and shearing stresses. It is evident that considerable atten
tion should be given to the design of the columns and of the connec
t.ions between the floor framing, especially the girders and spandrel 
sections, and the columns. No connection should be relied upon to 
perform two functions simultaneously without investigation of it" 
capability to perform both functions simultaneously. 

In the design of the wind-bracing system the question of rigidit 
should be carefully considered. The author believes that all panel:; 
should be braced to withstand wind pressure from any direction, in 
particular that end panels should have diagonal or sway bracing, 01 
knee bracing at each column and that the wind bracing should not be 
confined to the center of high towers. He believes that where girder 
connections are designed to withstand moment and shear due to wind 
loads, wide wing-plate and angle combinations should be used instead 
of the aoca.LIed If split flange I-beam method." It is realized that tbis 
practice increases the amount of millwork, but as a compensation. ~ u 
tonnage of steel is reduced because of the reduction of the effectiv 
lengths of columns and girders a.nd hence in the required section areas 
in computing the stresses due to column and bending action. 

The author believes that the effects of the torsional moment about 
a vertical a.Us are of considerable imp~rtance. If the moments at 
each plane were equal, the. problem would be analogous to that of a 
cantilever beam loaded uniformly but eccentrically. When the dis
tribution of force is not uniform, as when shielding is present, the 
torsional moments at the several elevations are unequal. A change 
in the moment in passing from one story to another is due to the 
action of externally applied wind moment, and the resultant loading 
of the building is analogous to that of a cantilever beam, non uniformly 
and eccentrically loaded. The planes of the flooring system tend to 
become distorted and to take the shape of a warped surface. Due to 
the rigidity of the flooring systems commonly used (steel encased in 
~oncrete), the stresses in the columns are likely to be the more 
Important. , 

As an illustration of a failure of a building in a high wind which 
probably was a failure in torsion, mention may be made of the Meyer~ 
Kiser building in Miami, Fla. A special committee of the Amencan 
Society of Civil Engineers 7 was appointed to investigate the results of 
th~ storm in which this building failed. The top of the building was 
tWIsted 8 in a clockwise direction about 10. Most of the twisting prob
ably occurred between the fifth and thirteenth floors. Little damage 
'.~a~ and DlscuSlllollB A.B.C.E., vol. 64, pt. 2, p. 1757, 1928. 

D" .... esrIng N eWI Reeozd, vol, 97. pp. 586 and 624, 11126. 
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was done to floors and ceilings. The committee attributes the 
twisting in large measure to the fact that one end of the building was 
stiffer than the other. 

The author is indebted to the Bureau of Standards and its director, 
Dr. Lyman J. Briggs, for the facilities placed at his disposal, to 
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, chief, aerodynamical physics section, for belplul 
criticism and suggestions, and to Mr. W. H. A. Bo~ for assistance in 
making observations and recording data. ..) 

WASHINGTON, October 14, 1933. 




